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Apa format references for journal article

Author If the item doesn't have an author, start the citation with the article title. When an article has one to seven authors, all author names are quoted in the Reference List entry. When an article has eight or more authors list the first six authors are followed by a three-point elliptical space (. .), and then the last author's name. Different rules for quotations in
text; please see the example provided. Title Me-italicize the titles of journals, magazines and newspapers. Don't type in the title of the article. Just make use of the first letter of the first word of the article title. If there is a two-point in the article title, also the first case of the first word after the two points. Date If the item has no date, use the n.d. short form where
you would normally put the date. Volume Numbers and Issues Itize volume numbers but don't issue Date of Retrieval numbers Most articles won't need them in citations. Just use it for online articles from places where content can change frequently, such as free websites or wikis. Page Number If the article doesn't appear on the continuous page, lists all the
page numbers where the article is located, separated by commas. For example (4, 6, 12-14) Bangladeshi actresses, models, and television presenters This biography of a living person requires additional quotes for verification. Please help by adding a trusted source. Content material about unwarranted or poorly sourced living people should be removed
immediately, especially if it is potentially defamatory or harmful. Find sources: Tanjin Tisha – news · newspapers · books · undergraduate · JSTOR (August 2017) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Tanjin Tisha a.k.a. In 2016NationalityBangladeshiOccupationActress, model, television presenterYears active2011–presentAwardsfull list
Tanjin Tisha is a Bangladeshi actress, model and television presenter. She has acted in television series and dramas. She won the Meril Prothom Alo Award in the Best Newcomer category for her performance in the drama U-turn. [1] Tisha's career began with improved fashion and modeling in 2011. Tisha first modeled in Robi's advertising campaign
directed by Amitabh Reza Chowdhury in 2012. It was a turning point in his career. [2] She walked the street for the Tresemme Fashion Show at Bangabandhu International Conference Centre on September 18, 2015. [3] She also acted in Imran Mahmudul's Bolte Bolte Cholte Cholte music video which became popular on YouTube. [4] Tisha learned to dance
in her childhood but her family stopped her from studying. She completed her HSC from Siddhesshori Girls High School and College. Now, he wants to study film and media from a reputable university. [5] Television Year Drama Notes 2014 U-Turn won the Meril Prothom Alo Awards in Best Newcomer Apon Kotha aired on NTV on Mothers' Day moyna Tia
drama series aired on Asian TV Sonali Roddur Kath Golaper Bosonto 2015 Palta Haowa drama series aired in BanglaVision drama series Omimansito Sotto Sotto bTV on Eid-ul-Adha Megh Pakhi Eka aired on Bangla Vision on Eid-ul-Adha Ei Sohore Meyera Eka six episodes aired on ATN Bangla on Eid-ul-Adha Ochena Bondhu which aired on ATN Bangla
on Idul Fitri-ul-Adha Ali Korbanr Korbani first appeared as a girl village and aired on Asian TV on Eid-ul-Adha[6] Green Card aired on Asian TV Pendu Love aired on NTV Chocolate Boy aired on Boishakhi on Eid-ul-Adha Shadow which aired on SA TV on Eid-ul-Adha Cheradeep 2019 X Girlfriend Purusher Kanna X Boyfriend BreakUp Eid Al-Fitr Final Eid
Drama X Wife Bhalobashar Golpota Tahar sohit Bosobas i am honest Awards and nominations for Year Awards In Film/Drama Result Category 2014 Meril Prothom Alo Awards Best Newcomer (Public Choice) U-Turn Won[7] 2017 Rtv Star Awards Best Look Won 2018 Shako Telefilm Awards Best Actress Won Music Video of the Year Artist Notes 2012
Cokheri Poloke Rizvi Wahid &amp; Shuvomita [8] 2015 Bolte Bolte Cholte Cholte Imran Mahmudul [9] 2018 Amar E Mon Imran Mahmudul [10] 2018 Tomar Akash Shusmita Anis [11] Reference ^ Tanjin Tisha. The Daily Star. January 4th, 2020. Retrieved 6 January 2020. Hasan, Mahdi. একজন সফল তানিজন িতশার গ . Showbiz news. Retrieved September 28,
2015. ^ িতশার আেলাক টা. NTV Online. Retrieved September 28, 2015. ^ ইমরান আমার ব  . Manab Zamin (in Bengali). August 6, 2015. Retrieved September 28, 2015. ^ আমােদর শািবজ কন া তানিজন িতশার গ . Dhakar Khobor. Retrieved September 28, 2015. ^ থমবার ােমর মেয়র চিরে  িতশা. Priyo.com. 21, 2015. ^ মিরল থম আেলা তারকা জিরপ পুর ার - ২০১৪.
Prothom Alo (in Bengali). April 30th, 2015. ^ Cokheri Poloke by Rizvi Wahid &amp;amp; Shuvomita in the Amazon. amazon.com. Retrieved 14 October 2019. ^ Bolte Bolte Cholte Cholte by Imran on Apple Music. Itunes. Retrieved 20 June 2017. ^ Amar E Mon | আমার এ মন । Imran | Tanjin Tisha | Romantic Song of the Year | 2018. 20 August 2018 – via
YouTube. ^ Tomar Akash Official Music Video | Shusmita Anis | Tanjin Tisha | Adit | Taneem Rahman Angshu. February 12, 2018 – via YouTube. Retrieved from this article reflects the guidelines of the 7th edition of the APA. Click here for the 6th edition OF APA guide. APA Style citations for journal articles include author name, year of publication, article
title, journal name, issue volume and number, article page range, and DOI (if available). Use the buttons below to explore the format. Enter the URL or DOI journal article to create the perfect quote with our free APA Citation Generator. SCRIBBR APA Citation Generator The basic format for journal excerpts IS APA Article titles appear in plain text and case
sentences, while journal names are italicized and in case titles (all major words are capitalized). Format Last name, Initials. (Year). The title of the article. Journal, Volume(Issue), Page range. REFERENCE DOI or Mounier-Kuhn entry reference URL, P. (2012). Computer science at French universities: Early entrants and newcomers. Information Information
Culture: Journal of History, 47(4), 414–456. In text (Mounier-Kuhn, 2012) When viewing journal articles online, the necessary information can usually be found on the access page. Linking to an online journal article A DOI should always be used if available. Some databases don't list one, but you may still find one by searching for the same article in another
database. You don't need to include the name of the database in your citations. If no DOI is available and the article is accessed through the database, do not include the URL. If this article is not from a database, but from another website (e.g. the journal's own website), you should ideally use a stable URL: this is often provided under the share button.
Otherwise, copy the URL from your browser's address bar. Cite unissued journal articles When quoting from articles that have not been officially published, the format varies depending on whether it has been submitted to the journal or not. Unissued articles The text of articles that have not appeared online or publications (i.e. those that are only available
directly from the author) should be quoted as Unissued Manuscripts. This title is italicized and information about the author's university is included if available: Last name format, Initials. (Year). Article title [Unpublished manuscript]. Department Name, University Name. Entry reference Smith, J.M., &amp; Davis, H. (2019). Acquisition of language among
autistic children [Unpublished manuscript]. Department of Psychology, University of Notre Dame. Quotations in text (Smith &amp;amp; Davis, 2019) An article that has been submitted to the journal but has not been received is referred to as a Manuscript submitted for publication. The title is italicized, and the name of the journal it sends is not included: Last
name format, Initials. (Year). The title of the article [Manuscript submitted for publication]. Department Name, University Name. Entry reference Smith, J.M., &amp; Davis, H. (2019). Acquisition of language among autistic children [Manuscript submitted for publication]. Department of Psychology, University of Notre Dame. Quotations in text (Smith
&amp;amp; Davis, 2019) Articles in the press An article that has been submitted and received for publication in the journal is cited as in press. Here, the name of the journal is included, university information is omitted, and in the press it is written as a place of the year (both in the list of references and quotations in the text): Last name format, Initials. (in the
press). The title of the article. Journal Name. Smith, J.M., &amp;amp; Davis, H. (in the press). Acquisition of language among autistic children. Journal of Developmental Psychology. Quotations in text (Smith &amp;amp; Davis, in the press) Special edition of the journal If you want to quote a special edition of the journal rather than a regular article, the name
of the editor and the title of the problem appear in place of the author's name and the title of the article: Last name format, Initials. (Ed. or (Year). The title of the problem [Specific issues]. Journal Name, Problem(Volume). Reference entries Pollak, S. D., Camras, L. A., &amp; Cole, P.M. (Eds.) (2019). New perspective on the development of human emotions
[Special issues]. Developmental Psychology, 55(9). Excerpts in the text (Pollak et al., 2019) Note that if you want to cite individual articles of special problems, it can only be quoted in the basic format for journal articles. Frequently asked questions about WHAT Style citations When should I include a DOI or URL in a WHAT journal citation? In APA journal
excerpts, if a DOI (digital object identifier) is available for the article, always include it. If an article doesn't have a DOI, and you access it through a database or in print, simply eliminate the DOI. If the article doesn't have a DOI, and you access it through a website other than a database (for example, the journal's own website), include the URL that links to the
article. How many authors do I include in apa reference list entries? You can include up to 20 authors in a reference list entry. When an article has more than 20 authors, rename it before the last listed author with an ellipsis, but don't eliminate the final author: Davis, Y., Smith, J., Caulfield, F., Pullman, H., Carlisle, J., Donahue, S.D., James, F., O'Donnell, K.,
Singh, J., Johnson, L., Streefkerk, R., McCombes, S., Corrieri, L., Valck, X., Baldwin, F.M., Lorde, J., Wardell, K., Lao, W., Yang Q.. O'Brien, T. (2012). You've chosen. Thank you :-) Your voice is saved :-) Processing your voice... Choose...
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